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PRESS RELEASE

Redfern Integrated Optics, Inc. Adds TeraComm LLC as a new
Sales Channel in North America

Santa Clara, Calif. – July 29, 2010 – Redfern Integrated Optics Inc. (RIO), the leading supplier
of low noise lasers and subsystems for the security, structural health monitoring, wind energy,
clean oil and gas exploration and production, and metrology markets, today announced the
expansion of its North American sales network in the US with TeraComm LLC. TeraComm will
represent RIO’s entire portfolio of low noise external cavity lasers and subsystems.
“We are excited to be working with TeraComm on the East Coast”, stated Anthony Pisano,
Director of Sales for RIO. “TeraComm has a large customer base in this specific region and has
an excellent reputation as a customer-centric and application-focused sales team which is
fundamental to our domestic expansion strategy. We look forward to working closely with
TeraComm not only to drive success in increasing our combined business, but also to establish
new customers and a deeper level of collaboration with them on current and future designs.” We
look forward to better support our East Coast customers by working with such an accomplished
sales partner.”
“RIO is a welcome addition to our leading edge component and sub systems offerings”, stated
Michael Carr, General Manager for TeraComm, LLC. “RIO’s ultra low phase noise laser
technology paired with their willingness to engage with our defense and commercial customer’s
unique requirements, make them the ideal partner. We strive to offer unique technology for our
customer’s most demanding design and testing applications. Our customers will certainly benefit
from the engineering resources and product technologies that RIO can offer in the energy,
medical, security and communication markets.”

About RIO Inc.
Redfern Integrated Optics, Inc. (RIO) develops and manufactures optical sources and
TM
subsystems based on its proprietary planar external cavity laser technology (PLANEX ), which
delivers unique price-performance advantages in multiple markets. RIO's product lines include
1550nm single frequency narrow linewidth lasers and modules with very low noise, unparalleled
wavelength stability, low cost, small size, low power dissipation, and Telecom grade lifetime
reliability. For more information, please visit www.rio-inc.com.

About TeraComm LLC
TeraComm, LLC is a Professional Technical Sales Organization representing industry leading
companies in the Communication and Military Markets. Offering Test Equipment from DC to
Light, Optical and RF Components and full ATE solutions. TeraComm is the exclusive sales force
for most all of the companies they represent. Covering the Eastern United States from Maine to
Florida, their Sales Engineering team provides a direct salesforce experience with the high level
of support. For more information, please visit www.teracomm.com

